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The President’s Report
Dear Friends of Andrews University,
This is our annual opportunity
to thank you for your support of
Andrews University by sharing with
you some information on how we are
doing. Let me start by providing a
short overview of some of the figures
you will see in this report.
During 2016 we graduated a total
of 835 students with undergraduate
or graduate degrees. These are now
part of the more than 90,000 alumni
we have around the world. The vast
majority of these graduates are now
engaged in further studies or are
employed in professions related to
their degrees. We are proud of their
accomplishments.
In order for these students to
succeed, the University gave $31.4M
in financial aid during the last
year and received $43.9M in net
tuition. These tuition dollars make
up approximately 49 percent of the
University’s budget. The remainder
of our income comes from two other
main sources. Appropriations from
the Lake Union Conference, the
North American Division and the
General Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists together are one of these
sources. We are extremely thankful
for the reliable support we receive
from these three entities. We could
not offer the breadth of programs
we do without their generosity. Our

FACTS ABOUT
ENDOWMENTS

endowments that currently stand
at approximately $49M also substantially support our operations, in
particular through student aid and
faculty endowed chairs. Some of you
have set up endowments that are
part of this income flow. Without you
we would not have 835 new graduates this year.
Within this context we continue with plans to invigorate and
strengthen the campus and our programs. We are continuing to move
forward with our new Wellness
Center, which will not only improve
our facilities but will deepen the
Andrews culture on wellness and
engage the campus community
with both making healthy choices
and enjoying them. What after that?
We are beginning the development
of a portfolio of plans that will
ensure the facilities for our professional programs are representative
of the excellence of those degrees.
More of those plans will be shared
in future reports.
As you receive this report we will
also be close to rolling out our new
2017–22 strategic plan. What will be
some highlights? Certainly expansion of programs such as the health
professions. Certainly too a continued focus on our global footprint.
We intend to focus on accessibility of
the Andrews’ experience to different
student groups, such as adult degree

 The total value of Andrews University’s
endowments is $49,005,962
 $812,621 was awarded during Andrews
University Fiscal Year 2016 from
endowed scholarships

completion and high-school partnerships. There will also be a significant
focus on Andrews in the community
and workplace. And of course much
more. We are committed to our graduates being professionally successful, having a heart for people and
making the community better.
I feel very positive about the future
of Andrews University and part of
that confidence lies in the reality of
the network of friends (individuals
and organizations) who continue to
support us through service, finances,
recommendations to students and
prayers. You are one of those friends.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Andrea Luxton, president

If you would like to start an endowed
scholarship fund or give a gift to
an endowed scholarship already
established, please contact the Office
of Development at 269-471-3124.

The Annual Report chronicles those who generously support the mission of Andrews University through their
giving. Each gift is important and appreciated! This year, all the donor lists and additional financial information is
available online at andrews.edu/focus: Thank you for your generous support!
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Advancement Report
This year our total voluntary support reached $12.7 million from our alumni
and friends. We also received generous
support from our church organizations, including local conferences, the Lake Union,
North American Division and General
Conference, totaling approximately $11.1
million for a grand total of $23.8 million.
We have added seven new endowments
bringing our total number to 390. Our
endowed value is now more than $52
million. Perhaps you would have interest
in starting an endowment? They can be
started for as little as $15,000 through our
Office of Development. In addition, 204
families have notified Andrews University
that they have included us in their estate

plans, bringing the value of planned gifts
to approximately $35 million.
Keeping in touch with more than 92,000
alumni around the world is a priority for
our Alumni Services team. It involves
hosting approximately 30 regional events
and 10 local events annually. Plus offering
a variety of alumni resources and benefits,
including an Online Career Center, Alumni
Benefit Card, and Alumni Legacy Scholarships. They also produce Homecoming
each fall, which showcases campus and
offers nearly 50 events to choose from. Add
social media and e-newsletters to the mix
and you’ll find a number of ways to stay
connected to Andrews through the year.
These are just a few ways in which

the mission of Andrews University is
advancing around the world through the
generosity of some of our most important
constituents—our alumni and friends. Your
support gives Andrews the opportunity to
continue to expand on the vision of our
founders who recognized the need for the
highest quality Adventist education.
Thank you for partnering with us to
make Andrews University the flagship
school of the Adventist educational system.
Sincerely,

David A. Faehner, vice president
University Advancement

New Endowments & Named Scholarships
Waterman Family Endowed
Scholarship Fund
This endowment was established by Rita
J. Waterman who graduated from Andrews
University to honor her parents, Russell
and Joan Waterman for their support of Adventist education as well as acknowledge
her siblings Rhonda Waterman and Dean
Waterman who also attended Andrews
University. This scholarship will benefit
some worthy and deserving student(s) who
is/are pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Communication and who is/are also enrolled in
the Honors program with first preference to
a student from the Lake Union Conference.
Rorabeck Family Endowed
Scholarship Fund
This endowment was established by John
and Christine Rorabeck to honor the
memory of their mother Bernita Rorabeck and to honor their musically-gifted
children, John Henri Rorabeck and Anna
C. Rorabeck to benefit worthy student(s)
of Andrews Academy who is/are enrolled
full time at Andrews Academy; and participates at Andrews Academy in at least two
different music group genres, such as (but
not limited to) vocal and bells, bells and
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orchestra, or vocal and band; and has a
demonstrated financial need.
Richard E. Stumbaugh
Endowed Music Scholarship Fund
This endowment was established by
Joan Mayer Stumbaugh to honor her late
husband, Richard E. Stumbaugh to benefit
some worthy and deserving undergraduate
student(s) who is/are majoring in music
with preference given to a student(s) focusing on woodwind instruments.
John E. N. Howard and Adelia J. Howard
Endowed Scholarship Fund
This endowment was established by John
and Adelia Howard to benefit some worthy
and deserving student(s) who is/are pursuing a music degree; and has a primary
focus in instrumental music.
Alma Hanson Endowed
Scholarship Fund
This endowment was established by James
Hanson to honor his late wife, Alma Hanson, to benefit some worthy and deserving
student(s) who is/are pursuing a BS in
Nursing with first consideration given to
a student who has a RN and returning to

complete a BS in Nursing while balancing
family, school, and a professional job and
also maintaining a GPA of 3.5 or higher.
If there is no student who meets these
qualifications, the chair of the Department
of Nursing may award the scholarship to a
worthy student pursuing a BS in Nursing.
Military Chaplain
Candidate Scholarship
This is a non-endowed scholarship
agreement established by Gary and Joyce
Councell to benefit seminary student(s)
who is/are pursuing full-time studies at the
Andrews University Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary and has/have completed at least one semester of study with
a GPA of 3.0 or higher; is/are unsponsored
by a conference; has/have been granted
ecclesiastical approval/endorsement by
the North American Division Adventist
Chaplaincy Ministries Department, and
shows proof by a valid DD 2088 form; has
been accessioned by one of the military
services as a chaplain candidate; and has
been sworn in as an O-1 officer (Second
Lieutenant in the Air Force or Army; Ensign
in the Navy) in either the Guard or Reserve
of that military service.

2016
Successful Conclusion of the
Legacy of Leadership Campaign
At the October 24, 2016 fall board meeting, David Faehner, vice president for
University Advancement, presented an overview of the successful capital
campaign begun in 2004: “Legacy of Leadership—A New Andrews For
A New Century.” Faehner and Niels-Erik Andreasen, president emeritus,
spearheaded the six goals of that campaign. Those included: 1) attract the
best and brightest students, 2) strengthen the undergraduate experience,
3) assure a premier faculty, 4) strengthen the core, 5) build community, and
6) serve the world church. FOCUS asked them to reflect on how well the
campaign accomplished those goals during its 12-year span.

Let’s start with the first goal: attract
the best and brightest students. What
initiatives were put into place to help
with that effort?
NEA: The Legacy of Leadership capital
campaign was introduced to celebrate the
completion of some very large projects at
the University—the Howard Performing
Arts Center and the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary expansion. The
first was designed to celebrate art, beauty
and music in the University and in the
community. The second took account of
the rapid growth of the Seventh-day Adventist Church worldwide and its need of
well-educated leaders, pastors and theologians. Both objectives were achieved
beyond our expectations.
Meanwhile, important questions
remained about the cost/benefit ratio

of higher education in general and the
value of a good Christian university. That
became the heart of the new Andrews
initiative. It became clear that to succeed
in its mission Andrews needed to attract
not only the best faculty we could find,
but also a steady stream of well-qualified
and committed students. That meant new
recruitment and financial aid initiatives for
students, inspiring curricula and programs
to engage them, and adequate teaching
and learning facilities to make it all possible and attractive.
DAF: Additional funds were allocated
to maintain the Andrews Partnership
Scholarship, which provides financial
assistance to nearly 100 percent of
undergraduates. A tuition reduction
scholarship was also established to
assist graduate students.
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Once those students are on campus,
strengthening their undergraduate experience is very important. How was this
proposed and what particular building
projects contributed to its success?
NEA: The campaign was intended to permeate the entire University. For example,
we wanted a kind of “university college”
experience for our undergraduate students
as they were getting ready to select a major
and preparing to live as informed and
thoughtful citizens and church members.
Buller and Nethery Halls, connected by the
charming campus bridge would be their
educational home.
Our graduate students were also to benefit. A full-time graduate dean supported
by a university research office was intended
to give our graduate students a lift and prepare them for careers of highly specialized
service, research and teaching. Also, the
professional students would benefit from
renewal, for example, with new facilities
for SPLAD and Medical Laboratory Science
and a whole new School of Health Professions. All these initiatives were intended to
prepare Andrews for the challenges of the
new century.
DAF: The addition of Buller Hall and remodeling of Nethery Hall strengthened the
undergraduate experience. These beautiful
new and upgraded spaces allowed for great
spaces for collaborative learning. To further
strengthen the student life experience,
Damazo Hall was built to accommodate
female students 22 years and older. The
modern living arrangements are a valuable
upgrade to residence hall life.
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There were some significant gifts given
to the University during this time period.
Would you please give a short synopsis of
the background of those donations?
NEA: The new Andrews initiative captured
the attention of supporters of Christian education at Andrews. One supporter expressed
his desire to do something for “my little
university in Michigan.” This led to several
endowed chairs, scholarships for students,
a new entrance to the campus and upgrading of infrastructure. Another significant gift
made Andrews a very large landholder in
Southwestern Michigan, with potential for
student scholarship resources in the future.
And the annual income from a multi-million-dollar trust fund will support doctoral
students for years to come. Such large commitments of resources have continued from
both individuals and our church sponsors,
and will enable the University to complete
its commitment to renewal in the new century, namely through the projected Health &
Wellness Center.
DAF: Due in large part to a generous gift
from one donor a beautiful new entrance,
J.N. Andrews Boulevard, became a reality,
along with a major remodel of Dining
Services and a new dairy facility. One of
our Andrews alums from California never
forgot his struggle to pay for his education
and remained committed for more than 30
years to provide funds for student scholarships. He donated a large gift of land
that will provide many scholarships for
students in the future. Another important

gift provides scholarships for doctoral students. An important role of Andrews is to
provide well-trained individuals who can
then support other Adventist educational
institutions around the world.
As part of some of those gifts, endowed
chairs were also established, which help
to “assure a premier faculty.” Please
speak to the growth in these and how
they attract quality faculty.
NEA: Endowed chairs are not intended to
make faculty members wealthy, but they
do bring stability to our faculty and make
us less dependent upon tuition income to
cover the cost of teaching and research.
In some cases such endowments enable
us to afford research initiatives for faculty
and students, and it has been shown that
student research is one of the best ways
for them to learn, even for undergraduate
students.
DAF: There were only four endowed chairs
in 2004 and currently there are almost nine
(one is partial). Other significant gifts to
the University include the establishment
of a $5M endowment for the Seventh-day
Adventist Theological Seminary.
Have endowments and other income also
increased during this time period?
DAF: Definitely. During the timespan of
the campaign, 2004–2016, endowments
grew from $18M to $49M, and the number
of endowments increased from 375 to 479.

FROM LEFT: Dairy, Nethery/Buller Bridge, Dining Services
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Income from estate plans for the period of
2004–2015 totaled $6.8M and total contributions over the last 12 years were in
excess of $100M.
NEA: It is well known that higher education costs more to deliver than students
pay for it, even with high tuition and fees.
Universities do respond to these growing
costs in various ways, such as streamlining
the curricula, adopting new technologies
in delivery education, and improving student/teacher ratios. But some things will
always remain costly, and that is the time it
takes to learn new things, develop research
projects, communicate complex matters,
and just having time to think.
So, yes, some things in good education
cannot be rushed, without making huge
blunders along the way. It is for this reason
that philanthropy and tuition income
combine to make good higher education
possible. We are grateful for this supplemental support, from individuals and from
our sponsoring church, which is perhaps
the greatest and most consistent financial
supporter of Andrews.
What initiatives have been put in
place to “strengthen the core” and
“build community”?
NEA: There certainly are different views
on the meanings of “strengthening the
core at Andrews.” Is it General Education,
or religious instruction, or research, or
something else? A case could easily be
made for each of these. The most recent

2016
initiative of the new Andrews campaign is
the Health and Wellness Initiative and as it
has emerged that takes us close to the core
of what we do at Andrews.
We have always believed in holistic education, integrated learning, and the harmonious development of body, mind and spirit. But we have not always practiced it well.
This is a chance for us to do so, to offer our
student authentic Adventist education that
prepares them for all of life. Yes, spiritually
engaged, physically wholesome and intellectually alert students are what we seek,
and the core of our education is the point
where these three meet.
DAF: The Howard Performing Arts Center
has had a very positive impact on our relationship with the community. This facility
is used for many functions and provides
thousands of visitors their first introduction to our campus, fulfilling the wishes of
the Howard family.
Andrews University acquired Griggs
University and Griggs International
Academy in 2010. This partnership
formed the School of Distance Education
& International Partnerships, which now
“serves the world church” in a multitude
of ways. How do you view the growth of
online education and the importance it
holds in higher education?
NEA: In 2010 Andrews was invited to take
over Griggs University and Griggs International Academy from the Adventist world
church. It was an amazing gift and an

opportunity for which other universities
would give their right hand, so to speak.
After an initial period of “due diligence”
the handover was accomplished and we
now have a new School of Distance Education & International Partnerships.
Actually, distance education is but the
latest development in the millennia-old
process of teaching and learning. Every
transition in this long development has
been somewhat painful. Think for a moment about what the invention of printing
must have done to the self esteem of professors, for now all students could get all
the information they needed in the library
or from booksellers, without bothering
to see their teachers. Now with distance
education students can learn without
“getting out of bed,” literally. It just does
not seem right!
Our job as educators is to use this new
technology of learning effectively, not
to make it go away—it will not. But I am
equally sure students will continue to call
on their teachers, as they have since the
beginning of time. I am glad Andrews is in
the midst of that transition.
DAF: Online education is vital to the
current climate of higher education. The
addition of Griggs University and GIA help
broaden our academic options for students
around the world.
How do each of you personally feel
about the conclusion of this important
campaign?
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NEA: A good university must always be in
a process of development, or in a “campaign” as we call it. It is first and foremost
about developing the university, making
it better for students and faculty, breaking
new ground in discovery and supporting
the common good for all. Therefore when
we start a new initiative we always begin
with our Andrews mission, which is to
educate students for generous service to
God and society in where we are placed. I
feel good about that starting point, and so
do many others who want to become our
partners in making life in this world better
and advancing the ideals of God’s kingdom
everywhere. That is always our starting
point. Once we find this point and explain
it clearly, the resources begin to flow.
DAF: It was an amazing team effort for the
whole institution to come together to accomplish this important initiative. It’s been
the largest effort undertaken by the university and the most successful. Donors give
gifts to institutions that they see as making
meaningful contributions and Andrews is
very valuable to the Seventh-day Adventist
Church worldwide. Today when guests visit
the campus they notice many substantial
changes. The new entrance in particular
has presented a positive face to our friends
who visit and the thousands who drive by
every day.
A special thank you to all of our alumni
and friends who have been so generous to
this institution. Without their help, none of
this would have become a reality.

FROM LEFT: Damazo Hall, Newbold Auditorium within Buller Hull, MLS classroom upgrades
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LEFT: Campaign co-chairs Paul Stokstad
(left) and Charles Randall presented President
Andrea Luxton with a “check” for $15.5 million

Official Kickoff of Health
& Wellness Campaign
“With the recommendation of
President Emeritus Niels-Erik Andreasen
and the full support of President Andrea
Luxton, it is my pleasure to announce today,
September 29, 2016, the official kick-off for
the campaign for the new Andrews University Health & Wellness Center!” With those
enthusiastic remarks, Audrey Castelbuono,
associate vice president for Development,
launched the public phase of the campaign
at the Spirit of Philanthropy banquet.
For the past four years the quiet phase of
the campaign has been underway, seeking
leadership gifts to support this important
project. To date, $15.5 million in gifts and
pledges has been raised, leaving $2 million
to reach the final goal of $17.5 million.
The following timeline for the project
was also announced:
Spring 2017
Architects begin in full
force to draw official plans
Early 2018
Shovel ceremony, construction begins
2019
Ribbon cutting ceremony
and occupation of the brand
new Health & Wellness Center
Andreasen presented a brief overview
of the history of the project. In October
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2011 the President’s Council presented a
proposal to the Andrews University Board
of Trustees that a new health and wellness
center be viewed as an opportunity. A vote
was taken for Andrews to proceed to build
a case for the project.
Almost two years later, in June 2013,
updates were presented to the board,
including feedback and recommendations
resulting from donor visits, a report on the
work and scope of the project committee,
and preliminary architectural drawings.
The board voted to accept the recommendation from the President’s Council for a
facility with a total cost of approximately
$17–$18 million, located west of the Howard Performing Arts Center.
At the October 2013 board meeting,
President Andreasen presented a statement about Andrews University’s wellness
vision, mission and goals. The purpose
of wellness is to connect people to their
Creator. There are four parts: (1) intentionality, including hiring a wellness director
and constructing a building that reflects
intentional activity, (2) accessibility, all
should have an opportunity to be well,
maximize the number of people who
participate in the culture of wellness, (3)
integration, wholeness and wellness as a
part of life, includes the idea of a dining
services focused on health, not money,
and (4) motivation, we want to measure
how many parts of campus are engaging in

the culture of wellness. The goal is to make
Andrews University a transformative place
where health and wellness is a part of the
culture and a part of the campus’s life.
In July 2015, Dominique Wakefield was
hired as the director of University Health &
Wellness, reporting directly to the president. Fundraising efforts continued and
plans were set into motion for the public
phase of the campaign.
Over the past five years, various options
have been presented for occupancy and facilities. The center will offer a myriad of fitness
activities, including aquatics, recreation and
classes. Members will benefit from assessment, training, treatment and education.
Fitness & Exercise Studies faculty and the
director of University Health & Wellness will
also be located in the new center.
Recognition was given to President Emeritus Andreasen for having the “visionary
leadership to embark on this campaign and
for encouraging our faculty architects to
create a design for our new health and wellness center that is classy and fits in with
the Andrews campus.” He was presented
with a framed watercolor artistic rendering
with the signatures of Andrews University’s
architecture faculty.
David Faehner, vice president for University Advancement, introduced the very
first donor, Jerry Nitz. A local community
member, Jerry has a long-standing relationship with the University as a referee for
many Andrews Cardinals basketball games.
He expressed his appreciation for the opportunity to give and how much he enjoyed
working with University students and staff.
Castelbuono thanked Dominique Wakefield for being a “spark” in the campaign
and on campus, with many new programs
and initiatives being put in place. Presenting her with a huge jar of nuts, she commented: “Truly, you have shown us, our
campus and community, that you are Nuts
about Health. We are giving you this as a
token that we appreciate your role modeling
and mentoring us to all be Health Nuts.”
The Andrews University architecture
faculty members who worked on the project
were each given a “golden” ruler as a token
of their “golden” expertise and propensity
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The Transformation Project
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By Becky St. Clair

“It is a struggle to fake the confidence I need and want.
While everyone else is admiring themselves, I am
judging myself, being tormented and crushed inside
under the weight of my own scrutiny. In order for that to
change, I need to change the way I view myself.”
—Jackie: The Transformation Project

TOP: Audrey Castelbuono,
associate vice president
for Development, presents
Martin Smith, assistant
professor of architecture,
with a golden ruler
ABOVE: Hebe Soares,
senior development officer,
explains the project to
open house attendees
LEFT: Jerry Nitz, the first
donor, was presented
with a framed rendering

to always pull out their rulers to make sure the footprint was accurate. Troy Homenchuk, Martin Smith,
Ariel Solis and Andrew von Maur have all assisted with
visionary design concepts for the Health & Wellness
Center and worked closely with the Andrews University
Design Committee.
Last, but certainly not least, Paul Stokstad and
Charles Randall, co-chairs for the Health & Wellness
Center Campaign and President’s Council, were presented with scissors as a reminder that 2019 isn’t far
in the future and they are expected to be in the ribbon
cutting ceremony when the beautiful new center opens.
Their assistance in identifying key leadership gifts as
well as their continued support in the last $2M thrust of
the campaign is greatly appreciated.
The Health & Wellness Center Update Open House
was held the following day, Friday, Sept. 30, from 11
a.m.–2 p.m. in the Howard Performing Arts Center Lobby. Artistic renderings were on display and staff from
the School of Architecture & Design, University Health
& Wellness and Development were on hand to answer
questions and explain features of the proposed facility.

In February 2016 Jackie Barrios, a sophomore speech-language
pathology and Spanish major, was awarded a scholarship offered
by University Health & Wellness valued at $3,500. Rather than tuition funds, the Transformation Scholarship offered a total lifestyle
makeover to one student who wanted and needed to make major
health and wellness changes.
“We thought, what if we could transform the life of one person
to inspire the transformation of many?” explains Dominique
Wakefield, director of University Health & Wellness.
The scholarship included not only “before” and “after” physical
exams, but a professional trainer, regular one-on-one meetings
with a professional dietitian
and counselor and a fitness
tracking device. At the end,
Jackie would also receive a
makeover by a hairstylist and
makeup artist.
In addition, Jackie had to
agree to participate in the
transformation experience on
camera. The whole process
would be captured on film for
a short documentary.
“Exercising was hard,” says
Jackie. “Getting up early to
run or go to the gym was very
difficult for me, but it was
modifying my eating habits
that was the hardest.”
At the start of her transformation experience, Jackie
was 5’3” and weighed 186
pounds. She had a body age
of 51. Three months later, at
the end of her transformation
experience, she weighed 166 pounds and had a body age of 45.
“I’m not claiming to have completed this process,” says Jackie.
“My story has yet to be concluded, and even then, I do not know
if it will ever culminate. This will be a process until I go from the
mentality of ‘I do healthy things’ to ‘I am a healthy person.’ But I
now recognize the beauty within—the beauty God sees—and that
makes a huge difference in how I view myself.”
The 32-minute documentary, “Jackie: The Transformation Project,”
premiered during the University’s Wellness Week in October. A trailer
is available at thejackiefilm.com. For information on showing the
documentary in your community, email wellness@andrews.edu.
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